RULES AND REGULATIONS

GRAFTON CEMETERIES
(Fairview, Pine Grove, Riverside)
Grafton, Massachusetts

1. Markings:
   a. All markers on single graves will be flush type with no upright stones allowed. Maximum size 2’ x 1’.
   b. Two (80’ x 10’) and Three (10’ x 10’) Grave Lots – Marker up to 3’ long, up to 14” wide, up to 3’ high.
   c. Four (160’ x 10’) and five (200’ x 10’) Grave Lots – up to 5’2” long, up to 16” wide up to 4” high.
   d. Six (20’ x 10’) Grave Lots and Above – up to 6’ long, up to 18” wide, up to 4’ high.
   e. Only 1 upright monument is allowed for each deeded lot.
   f. The Superintendent will install all markers and foundations.

2. No fences, iron hooks or hangers allowed.

3. All flowers may be planted only in front of monuments about 6” in width. All others will be removed.

4. No plantings of memorial shrubs will be allowed. No planting on the sides of monuments.

5. No plantings on flat stones will be allowed. Potted containers on the stones are allowed.

6. All flowers left in containers on lots after 30 days will be removed with the exception of funeral flower containers which can be removed anytime.

7. All flowers are the responsibility of the lot owner(s) and must be cared for by the same.

8. Clean-up dates in the spring and fall are to be posted.

9. Veterans Flags will be placed 2 days before Memorial Day and removed after the 4th of July. All Veteran’s markers will be flat granite.

10. NO DOGS are allowed in the cemeteries.

11. Cemeteries are closed from dusk to dawn.

12. Artificial flowers will be removed during spring and fall clean ups.
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